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ABSTRACT
Three simple and sensitive spectrophotometric methods (A – C) for the assay of Guanfacine in pure and
dosage forms based on the formation of chloroform soluble ion-associates under specified experimental conditions
are described. Three acidic dyes, namely, wool fast Blue (WFB BL, method A), orange II (Tpooo, method B) and
Naphthalene Blue 12 BR (NB-12BR, method C) are utilized. The extracts of the ion-associates exhibit absorption
maxima at 590, 490 and 620 nm for methods A, B and C, respectively. Beer’s law and the precision and accuracy of
the methods are checked by the UV reference method. The results are reproducible with an accuracy of 1.0%. The
methods are found to be suitable for the determination of Guanfacine in the presence of the other ingredients that
are usually present in dosage forms.
1.Introduction

Therefore, the need for a fast, low cost and selective

Guanfacine
centrally

acting

hydrochloride
antihypertensive

(GUN)
with

is

a
a2-

adrenoceptor agonist for oral administration and
chemically

known

as

N-Amidino-2-(2,6-

dichlorophenyl) acetamide monohydrochloride. A
number of methods such as Spectroflurometric1,2,
Spectrophotometic3,4 GLC5,6, were reported for the
estimation of GUN. Literature survey revealed that
only few visible spectrophotometric3,4 methods were
reported for it quantitative determination in bulk
drug and pharmaceutical formulations. Although
spectrophotometric methods are the instrumental
methods of choice commonly used in industrial
laboratories, no colorimetric method has seen
reported so far for the determination of GUN.
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method is obvious, especially for routine quality
control

analysis

of

pharmaceutical

products

containing GUN.z
As

the

extraction

spectrophotometric

procedures are popular for their sensitivity and
selectively in the assay of drugs [7,8], the technique
was therefore utilized in the present work for the
estimation of GUN. A thorough literature survey of
the extraction spectrophotometric determination of
drugs reveals that many acid dyes belonging to azo,
amino anthroquinone, indigoid are studied in
determination

of

compounds

exhibiting

basic

properties (e.g. amines, quaternary ammonium
compounds,

heterocyclic

compounds).

continuation of these studies,
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The present paper describes four simple and

2.3. Preparation of standard drug solution

sensitive extraction spectrophotometric methods for
A 1mg/ml stock solution of TEL was

the determination of GUN, based on its tendency to
form chloroform extractable ion – association
complexes with acidic dyes belonging to different
chemical classes, namely, wool Fast Blue (Phenazine

prepared by dissolving 100 mg of the drug in 100 ml
of water. Working standard solutions were obtained
by appropriate dilution of the stock solution with the

dye; method A), Orange II (Azo dye; method B) or

same solvent. (40 μg/ml, for methods A and C

Naphthalene Blue 12 BR, NB-12BR (azo dye; method

and100 μg/ml, for method B, 20 μg/ml for method

C) under specified experimental conditions by

D).

exploiting the basic nature of the drug molecule.
2. Experimental

2.4. Recommended procedures
2.4.1. Methods A, and C

2.1 Instruments

Into a series of 125 ml separating funnels

A systronics UV-vis spectrophotometer 117

containing aliquots of standard GUN solution [(0.5-

with 1 cm matched quartz cells were used for all

2.5ml; 40 μg/ml, method A or 0.5-2.5ml; 40 μg/ml,

spectral and absorbance measurements. A systronics

method C) 6.0ml buffer pH 1.5 (methods A, C) and

digital pH meter 361 was used for pH measurements.

2.0 ml of dye solution [WFBBL (method A); NB12BR
(method C)] were added.

2.2 Reagents

The total volume of

aqueous phase in each separating funnel was adjusted

All reagents and chemicals used were of

to 15.0 ml with distilled water and 10.0 ml of

analytical or pharmacopoeial grade purity and doubly

chloroform was added. The contents were shaken for

distilled water was used through out.

2 min. The two phases were allowed to separate, and
the absorbance of the separated organic layer were

2.2.1.Dye solution

measured at appropriate max [(590 nm (method A)

Aqueous solutions of WFB BL (0.2% w/v,

or 620nm (method C)] against the corresponding

Flukas), TPooo (0.2% w/v, Fluka) and NB-12 BR

reagent blank within the stability period (1 min-3 h,

(0.2% w/v, BPH, Poole, UK) where prepared by

method A, C). The amount of GUN was computed

dissolving the required amount in doubly distilled

from the respective calibration curves.

water. The solutions were washed with chloroform to

2.4.2. Method B

remove the chloroform soluble impurities and the
residual solvent was removed by bubbling with

Into a series of 125 ml separating funnels
containing aliquots of standard GUN solution [(0.5-

nitrogen.

2.5ml; 100 g/ml, method B)] 6ml 0.1M HCL and
2.2.2.Buffer solutions

2.0 ml of dye solution [Tpooo, method B] were added.

The glycine – HCl buffer solutions (pH 1.5
for methods A, C, and 0.1 M HCl for method B) were
prepared [9].

The total volume of aqueous phase in each separating
funnel was adjusted to 15.0 ml with distilled water
and 10.0 ml of chloroform was added. The contents
were shaken for 2 min. The two phases were allowed
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to separate and the absorbance of the separated

blank.

organic layer was measured at appropriate max [(490

from

The amount of GUN was computed
the

respective

calibration

curve.

nm (method B)] against the corresponding reagent
TABLE I
OPTICAL AND REGRESSION CHARACTERISTICS, PRECISION, ACCURACY OF THE PROPOSED METHODS
A

B

C

WFBBL

Tpooo

max (nm)

590

480

620

Beer’s Law limits (g/ml)

2-10

2-14

2-12

Detection Limit (g/ml-1)

0.1185

0.0982

0.0992

Molar absorptivity (l mol-1cm-1)

1.829x

1.621x 104

1.49x 104

0.9999

0.9999

0.9999

0.015

0.017

0.019

5.73x 10-2

5.27x 10-2

2.8x 10-4

2.6x 10-4

-4.0x 10-4

-3.0 x 10-4

2.56 x10-3

1.88x 10-3

1.74x10-3

2.44x 10-3

1.79x 10-3

1.66x 10-3

0.247

0.308

0.352

0.207

0.258

0.295

0.306

0.382

0.436

OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS

104
Correlation coefficient (r)
Sandell’s sensitivity (g/cm2/
0.001 absorbance unit)
Regression Equation ( y = a + bc)

6.48x 102

(i)Slope (b)
(ii) Standard Deviation on slope (Sb)

3.9x 10-4

(iii) Intercept (a)

-1.3x 103

(iv)Standard Deviation on
intercept(Sa)
(v) Standard Error of Estimation (Se)
Relative Standard Deviation *

NB12BR

% Of range error (confidence limit)
(i) 0.05 level
(ii) 0.01 level

* Average of six determinations considered
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Fig.1 Absorption spectra of the GUN-WFB BL system () concentration of
GUN:1.554x10-3M; WFB BL: 6.52x 10-4 M) and reagent blank vs. chloroform (o-o).
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Fig.2 Absorption spectra of the GUN-TPooo system
-3

550

600

() (concentration of

-3

GUN:3.886x10 M; TPooo: 1.14x 10 M) and reagent blank vs. chloroform (o-o).
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2.5. Analysis of pharmaceutical formulations

absorbance for the reagent blank. Chloroform was
suggested as the solvent of choice for the extraction of

A portion of pharmaceutical preparation
(tablets) equivalent to 100 mg of active ingredient

the colored complex with respect to maximum
stability.

was extracted with chloroform and filtered if any
insoluble portion was left. The combined chloroform

Figs; 1-3 shows the absorption spectra of the

extract was gently evoparated .The residue was

ion-association complexes of GUN with the four dyes,

dissolved in distilled water and subsequently the

extracted into chloroform and of the reagent blank,

volume was brought to 100ml with the same solvent

obtained as described in the procedure. These ion-

to get 1mg/ml. The stock solution was further diluted

association complex spectra show that characteristics

to provide the working solutions and these were

max (590 nm, method A: 490 nm, method B: 620 nm,

analyzed as described under the procedure for bulk

method C) values of the respective dye itself.

samples.
In order to establish the optimum pH range
3. Results and discussion

(for methods A and C) or acid strength (for method

Conditions under which the reaction of GUN
with each dye fulfils the essential analytical
requirements were investigated. All the experimental
conditions

studied

were

optimized

at

room

temperature (25 30C) and were established by
varying one parameter at a time [10] and observing
its effect on the absorbance of the colored species.

B), the GUN was allowed to react with the respective
dye in aqueous solution buffered between pH 1.010.0 (methods A, and C) or in dilute HCl ranging
from 0.05 – 1.5 M (method B) and the complex
formed was extracted into chloroform for absorbance
measurement. The results show that a quantitative
extraction was produced between pH 1.1 – 1.5
(methods A and C), or with an acid strength of 0.08 –

In the preliminary experiments, in view of

0.12 M HCl (method B). All subsequent studies were

developing methods of analysis suitable for assaying

carried out at pH 1.5 (for methods A, C and D) or 0.1

small quantities of GUN, eight acidic dyes such as

M HCl (for method B). The pH was adjusted using a

Wool Fast Blue, Alizarin Red, suprachen violet 3B,

glycine – HCl buffer solution (this buffer was chosen

Fast green FCF, Tropacolinooo, Naphthalene Blue 12

on account of its elevated complexing ability, which

BR, Bromocresol green and Bromopyragallol Red were

could be of use in overcoming interferences). The

tested at various pH ranges as the colour producing

volume of this buffer added (4 – 10 ml) had no effect

agents by a dye salt partition technique. Different

in methods A and C respectively. A 6.0 ml portion of

organic solvents such as benzene, chloroform, carbon

0.1 M HCl solution was found to be optimal in

tetrachloride, ethyl acetate, dichloromethane and

method

methyl isobutyl ketone were tested for the extraction

determined by varying the shaking time from 1-10

of the ion-association complex formed between the

min; although 1 min was sufficient, prolonged

GUN and each dye. The criterion for the best dye was

shaking had no adverse effect on the extraction and 2

the highest absorbance value of the complex in the

min was selected for this study. A ratio of 2:3 (for

organic phase at the wavelength of maximum

methods A, B, and C) of organic to aqueous phases

absorbance [8] .The above studies reveal that four

was required for efficient extraction of the colored

dyes namely WFB BL, TPooo, NB-12BR, gave better

species

B.

and

The minimum

lower

reagent

shaking

blank

time

reading

results than the other dyes. These dyes also gave low
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Table 2: Determination of budisonide in pharmaceutical formulations
Amount found by Proposed
Labeled

Methods *

Pharmaceutical

%Recovery by Proposed
methods **

Reference

amount
formulations #
(mg)

Injection I

Method

Method

Method

A

B

C

1.00±

1.00±

1.00±

0.004

0.006

0.006

method ##

1
F=2.37

F=3.65

Method

Method

Method

A

B

C

0.99±

100.14

100.06±

0.003

±

0.60

99.99±

F=3.84

0.52
0.48

Injection II

t=1.57

t=1.12

t=2.00

1.01±

1.04±

1.00±

0.008

0.007

0.006

1
F=1.35

F=1.81

F=2.59

100.25

100.42±

±

0.74

1.00±

100.48±

0.009

0.62
0.85

t=0.76

t=0.49

t=0.39

0.99±

0.99±

1.01±

0.005

0.004

0.005

99.83±
Injection III

0.99±

99.54±

1

100.08±
0.44

F=2.97

F=2.18

F=3.21

t=1.20

t=1.66

t=1.70

1.00±

0.99±

0.99±

0.009

0.009

0.015

0.003

0.52

0.54

100.08
Injection IV

0.98±

1

99.73±

99.82±

0.89

1.58

±
F=1.88

F=2.19

F=1.43

0.013
0.96

t=1.35
# Four

t=0.41

different batches of tablets from a pharmaceutical company.

## Developed
*

t=0.33

in the laboratory using methanol solvent (λmax 242 nm).

Average ± standard deviation of six determinations; the t- and F- values refer to comparison of the proposed
method with the reference method. Theoretical values at 95% confidence limit, t = 2.57, F = 5.05.

** After

adding 3 different amounts of the pure labeled to the pharmaceutical formulation, each value is an average of

3 determinations.
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Fig.3 Absorption spectra of the GUN-NB 12 BR system
() (concentration of GUN: 1.554x10-3M; NB 12BR: 1.14x 10-3M ) and
reagent blank vs. chloroform (o-o).

not to differ significantly. As an additional check of
3.1 Analytical data

accuracy

The optical characteristics such as the Beer’s
law limits, molar absorption coefficient, Sandell’s
sensitivity,

regression equation and

correlation

of

the

proposed

methods,

recovery

experiments were performed by adding a fixed
amount of the GUN to the preanalysed formulation
and the results are also summarized in Table 2

coefficient obtained by linear least squares treatment
[11] of the results for the systems involving
telmisartan with the mentioned dyes are presented in
Table 1.

3.2 Chemistry of the ion-association complex
Guanfacine being basic in nature forms an

Estimating six replicates of GUN within

ion-association complex with the acidic dye which is

Beer’s law limits tested the precision of each method.

extractable into chloroform. The stoichiometric ratio

The percent standard deviation and the percent range

of the dye to drug was determined by the slope ratio

of error at 95% confidence limit are given in Table 1.

method [12] and found to be 1: 1(for methods A, and

In order to confirm the utility of the

B), 2:1 (for method C). The quantitative measure of

proposed methods, they were applied to the

the effect of complexation on acid-base equilibrium is

estimation of GUN in various pharmaceutical

most likely to be interpretable in terms of electronic,

formulations and the results are presented in Table 2.

steric and other effects of complexing. The possible

The results obtained by the proposed and UV

structure of the ion-association complex in each

reference, which is developed in our laboratory.

instance was established based on the analogy reports

Methods for the dosage forms were compared

for similar types of molecules [13] with acidic dyes

statistically by means of F- and t-tests and were found

and was further confirmed by slope-ratio studies. The
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protonated nitrogen (positive charge) of the drug

possibilities in the assay of a particular component in

molecule in acid medium is expected to attract the

a complex dosage formulation. In the present study,

oppositely charged part (negative charge) of the dye

Guanfacine was determined successfully as a pure

and behave as a single unit being held together by

compound as well as a component in representative

electrostatic attraction.

dosage formulations. The ingredients usually present
in the dosage forms of Guanfacine did not interfere in

4.Conclusion

the proposed methods. Thus, the proposed methods

A significant advantage of an extraction

are simple, rapid with reasonable precision and

spectrophotometric determination is that it can be

accuracy when compared with many of the reported

applied to the determination of individual compounds

methods and offer advantage in that only a small

in a multicomponent mixture.

amount of drug or dosage formulation is enough for

This aspect of

spectrophotometric analysis is of major interest in
analytical

pharmacy

since

it

offers

analysis.

distinct
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